My Wat Memories, 1914*1918
highest law. The Imperial Chancellor should have shcnvn the people whither they were steering, and put the enormous gravity of the situation plainly before them. The Government should have kept the people constantly informed of the true state of affairs, which was that only from a beaten enemy could we obtain a tolerable peace, and that otherwise we must submit to a peace of force. Victory only could give us the one and preserve us from the other.
Our political and mental immaturity, our want of judgment that prevented us from realizing the hollnwness of catchwords and impossible promises, was, and i$> our undoing.   I had always hoped the German people would sec through phrases, catchwords and political lies to an appreciation of the situation which corresponded to hard facts.   I was mistaken.   Phrases, catchwords and criminal misrepresentations had more and more influence as political feeling ran higher, and the gulf between the classes and between town and country widened.   Party politics and their aims became more important than Germany herself.   The great mass of the bourgeoisie, torn all ways, sure that they always knew better than anyone else and entirely without discipline, went on their way.   Afraid of responsibility and lacking character, they held aloof in haughty isolation* They also had no sense of responsibility to the Fatherland.   They never thought what immense harm that attitude meant to their country and themselves.
The lack of self-restraint and conviction displayed on all sides and the agitations of the Independent Social-Democratic Party found no counter-weight in the middle classes* It is a sad calamity that Germans, usually such clear thinkers, should helplessly lose their heads in the hour of danger, and allow everything for which they had hitherto lived to be taken from them* The middle classes are thus also responsible for the disaster to our Fatherland*
The foundations on which the glorious edifice of our army rested became unsound.   The source from which our defenders should draw fresh strength was defiled. Our War Chancellors did nothing to repair the damage or
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